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**Payoff scandal plagues Japanese government**

By Mike Sangster

The Lockheed payoff scandal, which stems from the political scandal that aimed to put a stop to the National Defense Development Agency's (NDDA) defense buildup program, has now entered a new phase. In a move that could lead to a new scandal, the NDDA has decided to look into the Lockheed Aircraft Corp.'s (LAC) China and Pakistan defense contracts.

Last week, news reports revealed that the government would be pursuing a decision to buy Lockheed Aircraft Corp.'s (LAC) China and Pakistan defense contracts. However, LAC has denied any involvement.

The existence of the contracts between Lockheed and Argentina is one of the factors behind the scandal, as LAC was responsible for the sale of F-16 aircraft to Argentina.

Now, the government has decided to investigate LAC's China and Pakistan defense contracts, which could lead to a new scandal.

Several Japanese officials have been implicated in the scandal, including the former defense minister and the current finance minister.

This new phase of the scandal has the potential to damage the government's reputation and reputation, as well as the NDDA's defense buildup program.

**Lemon reform urged**

By Mike Sangster

In the aftermath of the recent scandal, the government has urged for lemon reform.

The lemon reform is a critical issue for the government, as it is responsible for the scandal.

The lemon reform is expected to be a key issue in the upcoming election, with the government promising to implement it if elected.

The lemon reform is expected to be a key issue in the upcoming election, with the government promising to implement it if elected.
Trio-city planning

In response to East Lansing's vigorous effort to gain membership in the Tri-City Planning Commission, an executive committee of the commission has asked a study of the desirability of creating a planning association to any other unit that wants it. When the report of this study comes out, there is only one responsible and public-minded body that can take up the responsibility.

East Lansing's Mayor Carl Ensminger, in recent weeks, has made major changes in the commission's initial reliance to offer East Lansing membership at the commission.

But he has had his previous position in various commission meetings of his interest is not the only responsibility of the commission. The commission members say the guidelines have to be open to varying opinions.

But East Lansing has had no concern about the commission to realize that, for their purposes, anything other than an open membership is a realistic alternative. But for East Lansing, Clinton County and Saginaw County, the commission represents a necessity that must be changed.

These three communities have a voice on the commission, which presently includes only representatives from the three counties and the city of Lansing. Failure to include smaller units of government in the policy enactment stages as well as in any stage not only restricts fair representation but also challenges the validity and propriety of the planning being done.

Ensminger had come out in the last week to challenge the commission's position to prevent future changes to the commission. The commission's potential is left with only the city of Lansing with any other ensminger. The commission could do far better in solving problems to prevent a continuation of community resistance to offer East Lansing membership at the commission.

The commission members say the guidelines have to be open to varying opinions. But East Lansing has had no concern about the commission to realize that, for their purposes, anything other than an open membership is a realistic alternative. But for East Lansing, Clinton County and Saginaw County, the commission represents a necessity that must be changed.

These three communities have a voice on the commission, which presently includes only representatives from the three counties and the city of Lansing. Failure to include smaller units of government in the policy enactment stages as well as in any stage not only restricts fair representation but also challenges the validity and propriety of the planning being done.
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Manufacturing government secret papers!

For a peaceful, common sense revolution

With the Industrial Revolution, the federal government created a new national bureaucracy; nationalized industries; expanded the social welfare system; and organized a vast network of national security agencies. The result was a loss of national sovereignty and a decline in the quality of American life.

The solution to this problem is to restore the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and the Declaration of Independence to their original meaning. This will require a constitutional amendment that limits the powers of the federal government and returns sovereignty to the states.

The amendment should be drafted by a national convention called at the request of two-thirds of the states. The convention should be limited to the issues of national sovereignty and the abolition of the federal government.

Once the amendment is ratified, the federal government will be dissolved and the states will be restored to their former sovereignty. This will bring about a peaceful and common sense revolution that will restore the American way of life.

Morality: the answer

The problem of morality is a complex one. Many people believe that morality is based on the Bible and the Ten Commandments. However, this is not the case. The Bible is a collection of ancient texts that were written by people who lived in a different time and place. The Ten Commandments were given to the Israelites by God, but they were not given to the rest of the world.

The answer to the problem of morality is to return to the classical philosophy of Aristotle. Aristotle believed that morality is based on reason and that it is the duty of each person to use their reason to make moral decisions. This is the only way to achieve true morality.

(Continued on next page)

--END OF LETTERS--

DAIRY
HEATHERWOOD BUTTERMILK OR CHOCOLATE MILK QUARTS 3/$1
SAYS 4 pkg 12 oz
ENGLISH MUFFINS 39c

PRODUCE
FRESH-HEAD
CABBAGE 10 lb.
CHERRY TOMATOES 44
TEXAS KIWI 1/2 lb.
BOK CHOY 1 lb.
MISO SOUP 1 lb.
BROCCOLI 1 lb.
MUSHROOMS 1 lb.
JONATHAN APPLES 54
KOREAN GREEN ONION 1 lb.
vanILLA ICE CREAM 3/4 gallon

Bakery
SPATAN 26 oz. CAN
JUMBO BREAD 2/88c
OPEN FRESH 9 oz. CAN
PECAN TWIRLS 59c

MEAT
HOLLY FARMS GRADE A
FROZEN FRESH
WHITE FRYERS 43c
GRADE A BEEF 69c
PORK 69c
GROUND BEEF 98c
SPLIT LOIN 98c
RIBeye 98c
PIECE 98c
CHOP 98c
STUFFED 98c
STEAK 98c
CHICKEN BREASTS 98c
CHICKEN DRUMSTICKS 99c

NOW AT BOTH STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR
NOTE - Parcel Post rates may not be available with a minimum of 2.41.
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Hubbard gives an admirable performance

By DAVE DIMITROV

State News Editor

Freddie Hubbard probably didn’t expect anything as grand-}

iose at 3:30 Friday morning.

Standing on a stage above the audience that sat almost

four feet in the rear of the room, almost sound-deadened.

Hubbard and company did have the band sitting on the
ground, and one of them was a very expensive set of tuner
cables that cost as much as some small room.

The audience couldn’t miss their presence.

Hubbard’s problem. Mary Wil-

Iver and Freddie, the Detroit bun-

ch group that opened the show, not only had to contend
with the horn noise — the bass sound was overpowered and
the drumming was degreated, but they also had to cope
with the fact that the band really did sound like a group.
The audience was well aware of this.

This was Hubbard’s problem.
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Heavy metal virtuoso Ted Nugent should astound rock fans at MSU

By Dave DiMartino, News Review

Ted Nugent, certainly one of the most colorful musicians will appear at MSU on Monday, February 19th. Nugent is one of the loudest and most colorful musicians currently in the music business. Nugent will be playing the MSU Auditorium, along with Styx of Illinois and England's Pretty Things, both elements of the era. Nugent such a fascinating figure is his admittedly ultrastage for living, which occasionally emanates from interviews. For example, he and his band for the recording of Nugent, his first LP for words, Nugent revealed, on my farm and hunted with bows and arrows, then we take whatever beast, like wild boar for instance, and we cook it and eat it. Not only uses a bow and arrow, but occasionally is playing the guitar. When we play loud, it can be painful; when we play slow, it's very bluesy and when we play fast, it's very scary.

Nugent does not mention what happens when he plays slow and loud, but more often than not, that's what happens. Nugent's press bio, for sheer brevity, says it best. "When Ted Nugent joined Epic Records, it was with the understanding that the world would accept him on his own terms." Of course, Nugent is very close to the heart of a young fan. originals. With the Audacity of Kans to record their first album upfront, which of which has been chronicled. After leaving the character of Monumental records, Nugent and committed, new singing and changed style. Two, LP's under the label of Epic Records, Nugent is a major force in the rock world. Even before Nugent's partner, "Motor City Mad Max," "Jeep. What the Doctor Ordered," "Superdead," is the first to mention the guitarist in the first class of the last 10 years. Nugent has dynamically changed directions such as rock, folk, Love's or other childlike, performing instead to simply utilize his right immense external amplifier as tastefully as possible. The time around Nugent's new single, "Mad Max," could be the first to mention the guitarist in the first class of the last 10 years. Nugent has dynamically changed directions such as rock, folk, Love's or other childlike, performing instead to simply utilize his right immense external amplifier as tastefully as possible. The time around Nugent's new single, "Mad Max," could be the first to mention the guitarist in the first class of the last 10 years. Nugent has dynamically changed directions such as rock, folk, Love's or other childlike, performing instead to simply utilize his right immense external amplifier as tastefully as possible. The time around Nugent's new single, "Mad Max," could be the first to mention the guitarist in the first class of the last 10 years. Nugent has dynamically changed directions such as rock, folk, Love's or other childlike, performing instead to simply utilize his right immense external amplifier as tastefully as possible.

Whether Nugent will supplant the MJR Distribution will be determined by the performance scheduled for February 19th, the concert should be a highly memorable affair. Tickets are available at the MSU Union for $6 and $8.

Tickets are available at the MSU Union for $6 and $8.

Tickets are available at the MSU Union for $6 and $8.
Steve Colp assumed an unusual position in order to catch the puck in a teammate's dressing room during this weekend's action against North Dakota, in which the Spartans split the two-game series.

Tankers close home season with two big weekend wins

By ANN WILLIAMSON
State News Sports Writer

There's nothing like a pair of wins to close out a home season.

And that's exactly what the MSU men's tankers did last weekend when they claimed a 91-82 victory over North Dakota Saturday to boost their season record to 7-6. Coach Dick Furlow was expecting Saturday's meet against the Fighting Sioux to be a big one, but during last Monday's practice meeting, he was worried about whether the Spartans would wake up in time. Saturday was the first game of the season for the Fighting Sioux.

The Spartans, however, did wake up in time and dominated the Sioux throughout the game, setting the stage for the big weekend. The Spartans scored the first point of the season and didn't lose it until the game was over.


eight points, 200-yard time in double figures, hit the buzzer at 9:52.4 and scored the first 1,000 points in MSU history.

The basketball stars are back, and in Saturday's Big Ten game against U-M, the MSU men's basketball team will have their first big weekend.

Wisconsin rally stuns matmen

By GREG SCHREIBER
State News Sports Writer

The Wisconsin Badgers stunned the Michigan State men's matmen Saturday night by a score of 39-11 at the Olympic Field House in Madison, Wisconsin.

The Badgers, led by freshman George Hahn, 6-2, scored the first points of the match and didn't lose it until the last point was scored. The Badgers, who had been unbeaten in their first four matches, were led by Hahn, who scored 11 points in the first period and 10 in the second.

The Badgers, who are ranked 24th in the nation, were led by five entering the match, but the Spartans rallied back and won the match 39-11.
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THE SMALL SOCIETY
by Brickman

THE DROPOUTS
by Piers

PROFESSOR PHUMBLE
by Bill Yaros

FRANK & ERNEST
by Bob Thaves

I'VE GOT GOOD NEWS FOR YOU, NOLLYCOURT. AS PART OF OUR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PLAN, I HAVE TO PROMOTE SOMEONE WHO IS TOTALLY INCOMPETENT.

Karma Record Shoppe

Crossword Puzzle

Restoration

CHRISTIAN COUNCIL ORGANIZATION
Meeting Time: 6:45

Renal Institute

OATMEAL

STOP THE CLOCK!

Jigsaw

You can eat for all you can pay.

Christian Science Monitor

1000 Andrews Ave., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20001

(202) 347-9800

THE FREE WEEKLY - CHICAGO TRIBUNE SERVICE
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

THEM

WE ARE ALL MENTALLY SICK.

WE MIGHT AS WELL HAVE A PARTY.

DO WE HAVE A HOSPITAL?

YOU BET.

DO WE HAVE A DOCTOR?

SURE.

DO WE HAVE A NURSE?

SURE.

DO WE HAVE THE MONEY TO PAY FOR IT?

SURE.

DON'T YOU THINK LOVE IS A BARGAIN?

SURE.

IM NOT SAYING ANYTHING, I'M JUST GIVING VIEWS.

IM NOT EVEN LEARNING ANYTHING.

1000 ANDREWS AVE., N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001

(202) 347-9800

THE FREE WEEKLY - CHICAGO TRIBUNE SERVICE
Bob, that's all I want to say. I'm really not sure what to do. I know that I should let him go, but I can't. I feel so guilty and I don't know what to do.

When I think about it, I feel like I'm living a lie. I know that I'm not being honest with him and that's making me feel bad. I just don't know what to do. I feel like I'm stuck in this situation and I don't know how to get out of it.

I'm really confused and I don't know what to do. I feel like I'm being pulled in two different directions and I don't know which way to go. I just don't know what to do.

I know that I should let him go, but I can't. I feel so guilty and I don't know what to do. I just don't know what to do. I feel like I'm being pulled in two different directions and I don't know which way to go. I just don't know what to do.
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COUPON
ROSIENOL ST.
ROC SKIS
SAVE $60.00
OFF REGULAR PRICE W/ COUPON
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

COUPON
CABER DIABLO BOOT
SAVE 33%
and
CABER ELITE
SAVE 97% OFF REGULAR PRICE W/ COUPON
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

COUPON
RAICHLE SKI BOOTS
50% OFF
OFF REGULAR PRICE W/ COUPON
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

FREE
HANSON T-SHIRT
W/PURCHASE OF ANY SKI OR BOOT
W/COUPON
Expires 2/23/76

COUPON
SWIM GOGGLE
VALUE $3.00
SAVE $1.00
W/COUPON
Expires 2/23/76

COUPON
LEVI
100% HEAVY WEIGHT COTTON MENS FLAIR
SAVE $10.00
W/COUPON
E. Lansing Store Only
Expires 2/23/76

COUPON
MENS CAMPUS FLANNEL SHIRTS
2 FOR $6.99
W/COUPON
E. Lansing Store Only
Expires 2/23/76

COUPON
OKEMOS
2283 W. GRAND RIVER
PHONE 349-9494

— WITH THIS VALUABLE WEATHERVANE COUPON —
20% OFF ON Lange SKI BOOTS

— WITH THIS VALUABLE WEATHERVANE COUPON —
10% OFF ON DOWN PARKAS

— WITH THIS VALUABLE WEATHERVANE COUPON —
10% OFF ON ALPINA SKI BOOTS

— WITH THIS VALUABLE WEATHERVANE COUPON —
20% OFF ON Lange SKIS

— WITH THIS VALUABLE WEATHERVANE COUPON —
20% OFF ON ALL SKI POLES

— WITH THIS VALUABLE WEATHERVANE COUPON —
10% OFF ON KNEISSL SKIS

— WITH THIS VALUABLE WEATHERVANE COUPON —
10% OFF ON SAN MARCO SKI BOOTS
Today is George Washington's Birthday!

And to celebrate, we're giving you the biggest birthday present ever...

George Washington's Birthday Bonanza!

Get clip these valuable money savers to load your present with great discount and low priced on high quality items.

STATE NEWS

THREE

FOR TIMES
AND LOCATIONS

CHECK STATE NEWS

FOR TIMES

RICHARD WILLIAMS
STUDIO